Festival 2014 Final Report

EDUCATION GROUP REPORT
Chairs: Ted & Freda Moore
Festival Dress: Festival Steering Committee
Discussions: Benoit Renault
Heritage & Decorations: Ted & Freda Moore
Sewing Room: Ted & Freda Moore
Introduction
Early in the planning process for Festival 2014, we determined that the various group duties as written
would not be compatible with our thinking. Changes were made and the Education Group ended up
with four sub committees. In a perfect world there would be a chair person for each sub- committee
reporting to the Education Chair. This is not a perfect world so the Education Chairs filled the positions
of sub-committee chairs for the sewing room and heritage/ decoration.
Volunteer helpers are a necessity and they need to be gotten as early as possible.
Festival Dress
The festival dress was selected at the first executive meeting for Festival 2014. Dancers were informed
of the pattern number and manufacturer. One square dance shop made and sold these dresses to those
who did not wish to make their own.
Panel Discussions / Seminars
This committee was not active until about six months before the Festival.
On the registration form there was a place for those wishing to present a seminar to indicate so.
They should be prepared to list the subject and approximate time necessary. A volunteer with a strong
outgoing personality is needed to coordinate and manage the panels or discussions. Although there was
a bit of problem with communication between the Group Chairs and the Committee Chair, four
interesting sessions were arranged, in the end. They were:
1. So, you think you might want to be a Caller. What do you need to know? – presented by John
Charman, St-Albert, Ontario
2. Club/Caller Relations – a Caller’s Perspective – presented by Brian Freed, Bloomington,
Minnesota
3. What does the future of our activity look like? – originally to be presented by Andy HimbergLarsen, Ottawa, Ontario; in the end, it was a combined session with the CSRDS session on
Publicity
4. What makes a successful club? – presented by Joe Ubelacker, Lakehurst, Ontario
Heritage and Decorations
With the Convention Centre ban on putting anything on the walls we were destined to use tables or
tripods.
Heritage items were put on the tables in our sewing room. They consisted of back copies of the
Canadian Dancers News, Souvenir books from previous conventions, National Square Dance Campers
News and news articles from the 1980 and 1998 Ottawa Conventions. We moved the display of Festival
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Dress Dolls from past conventions out of the Sewing Room and into the foyer outside the room
whenever the sewing room was open. This provided a higher profile for them and there were dancers
there who had been to previous conventions and did not know these dolls existed. Apparently there are
some collectable dolls in the collection so security measures should be considered.
Decorations were provided by the EOSARDA area clubs. Each club (both square and round) was given a
20” by 30” foam board and asked to decorate with Club information as they saw fit. Although we asked
to have them returned early, some were presented to me at the convention. We displayed these posters
in the main hall outside the 2nd floor dance rooms. Most clubs were proud to display their club history
and some pictures.

We also produced some cartoon posters from pictures in the Hamilton Souvenir book 1988.
Sewing Room
The Sewing room was opened from 11:00am to 2:00pm all three days. Several area dancers volunteered
as committee members. We had four demonstrations, 11:00am & 1:00pm Fri and Sat. These were very
well attended. Thursday’s demo was cancelled due to unforeseen circumstances.
A flyer was prepared and included in the registration kit (see next page).
There were three tables with paper rolls for copying any of the loose patterns that were available.
There were many patterns available for free (obtained from the Halifax Convention) which dancers took
advantage of.
There was a favour for each person who visited the Sewing Room. We had a visitor’s book for them to
sign and make comments. Only one person made a comment, “I enjoyed myself and had a lot of fun
dancing”.
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FACILITIES GROUP REPORT
Facilities Group: Bob Pitruniak (rpitruniak@yahoo.com)
First Aid Committee: Bob Pitruniak
Flooring Committee: Bob Pitruniak
Hospitality Committee: Lamar Mason & Lynn Legree
Security Committee: Bob Pitruniak
Venue Committee: Peter Courdin & Bob Pitruniak
I will start by echoing a comment that appears elsewhere in this report – that in an ideal world there
would be different names on all the committees under the Facilities Group. I joined the Festival Board 2
years out from the start of Festival. Lamar and Lynn were already in place looking after the Hospitality
Committee and all the other committees had no names associated with them and they stayed that way.
Peter began to help me with the Venue Committee 8 weeks from the start of Festival and was superb.
So, my reality never had staffed committees. This was not the way to run the Facilities Group and there
must be a better way. I hope all of you who come along in the future manage to find that better, fully
staffed way, to plan and run a convention.
1.

First Aid Committee

A couple of years before Festival, we were touring the Ottawa Convention Centre (OCC) with a
salesman. He told us about the OCC Security Personnel, specifically that they were all first aid trained.
He added that we would not require our own first aid personnel because of the OCC personnel. A year
before Festival, the OCC appointed a dedicated Event Coordinator (EC) to work with us. Our EC told us
that yes, OCC Security Personnel were first aid trained but that there were 2 on duty at a time. One was
rooted to the office and the other was roving. The priority of the roving Security Personnel is to ensure
the security of the OCC. Only if there is no OCC issue can this person be available to respond to a client
situation. Our EC recommended that we not depend on OCC Security Personnel for our first aid
requirements.
We considered our options and decided to use the first aid services of the Canadian Ski Patrol. We had 2
first aid personnel on site daily from 1000 to 2200 for the 3 days of Festival 2014. One of our dancers is
also a Ski Patrol member and brought his equipment so we mostly had 3 first aid personnel on site at all
times. We had one first aid member accompany the group of dancers to Parliament Hill.
The Canadian Ski Patrol is a volunteer organization. We made a $1,500.00 donation to the Ski Patrol
after Festival and they were happy. We received highly visible professional first aid responders patrolling
the 2 floors of Festival.
2.

Flooring Committee

2.1

Flooring Choice

The OCC is concrete flooring covered with rubbery carpet tiles. The Festival Board decided that this floor
covering would not be suitable for dancing and that portable dance flooring would be needed. The
Festival 2014 Board calculated that Festival would need 30,000 sq ft of externally sourced dance
flooring. The OCC itself owned about 5,500 sq ft of high quality portable flooring and our plans were
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always to use this flooring for round dancing.
In 1998 when the Convention was last in Ottawa, there was a Flooring Committee with numerous
members and plenty of volunteers to lay the flooring. The 1998 decision was to purchase 4x8 sheets of
plywood and lay their own flooring, screwing it down to a subfloor. More than once a member of the
Festival 2014 Board suggested that was what we should do. I laughed. I alone was the Flooring
Committee and there was no list of flooring volunteers ready to help. Thus, we had to find a source of
rentable dance flooring.
I researched suppliers of portable dance flooring. There are many - all of whom have wedding size dance
floors of up to 1,000 sq ft. None of these suppliers could provide the quantity of flooring we needed.
The Halifax Committee used dance flooring supplied by Ron Holland. Some time after the Halifax
Convention, Mr Holland sold his company to Bob Huckeby whose company name is Dancing Delight,
based in the Chicago, IL area.
Bob Huckeby
Dancing Delight/BH Promotions
1422 Clairmont Court
Vernon Hills, Il 60061-1208
Cell 1-847-217-4527
huckeby@comcast.net
Bob Huckeby has a “usual” way of doing business. He usually charges $0.70/sq ft for his flooring and
delivers it himself. The customer looks after customs brokerage and all fees; pays for hotel
accommodation for Bob and his team; supplies installers who work under Bob’s direction; supplies
uninstallers who work under Bob’s direction. But Bob Huckeby was already committed to be in
Baltimore, MD the week of Festival 2014 so he offered us a rate of $0.50/sq ft (US $, of course). Thus, if
we chose his flooring, we had to arrange transportation, customs and supervise the flooring installation
and removal ourselves.
The flooring supplied by Bob Huckeby is made in the US by Swisstrax (www.swisstrax.com) and is
described as composite flooring. It comes as 13in tiles, shipped as 2x3 tile pieces. The flooring is stored
in metal carts on wheels, each of which holds about 600 sq ft of flooring and weighs about 660lbs when
full. The carts can be moved by one man on flat floors.
There is a company in Richmond, BC that is the only Canadian rep for Swisstrax. This company maintains
a minuscule rentable inventory and, being in BC, the shipping charges to Ottawa would have been
prohibitive so they were not an option.
Our Festival Chair located and I considered flooring supplied by a company in New York, NY
Tent and Event Industry Sales and Rentals
Signature Systems Group, LLC.
50 East 42nd Street - 14th Floor
New York, NY 10017
212-518-4721
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They would supply flooring for $0.65/sq ft. They would charge $3,000.00 for a supervisor for installation
and removal. We would pay customs brokerage and transportation. This flooring comes on pallets which
require a forklift for truck unloading and loading and moving around.
2.2

Selecting a Flooring Supplier

As a committee of one, I selected Bob Huckeby as the supplier of flooring for Festival 2014. Nobody had
ever danced on the flooring from NY so it was a complete unknown and I was not going to choose
something that could have doomed Festival if it was not acceptable for square dancing. I was also
reluctant to choose palleted flooring that could only be moved around with a forklift.
In retrospect, I heard mostly positive comments about the dance flooring. One woman told me it was
too slippery but all other comments were that it was excellent for dancing. Bob Huckeby was easy to
work with. The flooring was easy to install. The flooring was easy to remove and pack up.
2.3

Customs Brokerage for entry into Canada
2.3.1 General Comments
I knew nothing about customs brokerage and started this task as a totally ignorant novice. I called
a couple of customs brokerage companies in Ottawa and discovered that most such firms can
handle the import of goods into Canada only. If I dealt with them, I would still need to find
another company to handle the return of the flooring to the US.
One of our trucking contacts mentioned Livingston International so I called them. Livingston has a
presence on both sides of the border and, as a company name, could handle both sides of the
transaction. I deliberately chose those words. Livingston is 2 separate companies on the Canadian
and US sides of the border and relationships had to be established with each company, separate
from the other. Yes, it was like dealing with 2 different companies but there were great
advantages with the transportation because they did talk to each other.
When I first called Livingston the woman I talked with said that yes Livingston could handle the
flooring import for us BUT that she would need to get permission from her boss to accept our
business. This was reality check time here. The customs brokerage business is geared towards
regular importers - think car parts coming across the border on a never ending schedule. We were
classed as a one-time importer and management had to sign off on accepting our business. They
did.
Next hurdle: payment. Customs brokers submit paperwork to Canada or US customs based on
the tariff number description of the goods that the importer provides. The customs broker
estimates the fees due based on those tariff descriptions and adds their fee (minimal) and a
bunch of other assorted charges to get an estimate of the customs clearance fees. The customs
officers at the border may reject the tariff item descriptions provided, re-assess the goods and
charge different rates. Thus, there must be provision to cover whatever fees are really charged at
the border.
With a normal company importing goods, credit rating must be established to guarantee to the
customs broker that the importer would be good for any charges. This requires proof of
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incorporation and signatures of corporate officers. Festival 2014 was not a corporate body
acceptable to customs with a credit rating that could be checked and had no acceptable corporate
officers to sign documents.
Next, an importer must have a GST account against which GST can be charged. Early on, the
Festival 2014 Board decided that Festival registration would not include HST so Festival had no
HST or GST numbers.
At this point I had no corporate entity and no GST number and I was asking for customs brokerage
help. My only choice was to import the flooring as a private individual and, for billing purposes, to
pay all customs fees with a credit card with sufficient credit limit to cover those charges. For the
GST number issue, I applied for a personal Business Number from Revenue Canada and that
number was used for all import forms. This was easy and painless to obtain.
I went into some detail about this procedure because future Canadian Conventions will be in the
same position if you choose to use imported dance flooring so be prepared.
2.3.2 Canadian Customs Forms
There were 3 main customs forms required to get the flooring into Canada. First was the NAFTA
Certificate of Origin stating the flooring was US manufactured; second was a Certificate of Origin
from Swisstrax, the flooring manufacturer; third was the Canada Customs Invoice with values of
the imported goods. In addition to these, I had to fill out a personal registration with Livingston
Canada to create a personal account. In lieu of a credit application, I also had to fill out a credit
card purchase form which allowed Livingston to charge my credit card for the entry fees.
2.3.2.1

NAFTA Certificate of Origin

In order to receive duty free treatment of goods imported into Canada, the supplier of the
goods is supposed to provide a NAFTA Certificate of Origin which states the origin of the
goods. Bob Huckeby’s company had never before exported goods to Canada so he had no
experience with this form and knew nothing about the tariff descriptions of the flooring,
the carts or the take-up tools. His first attempt was totally wrong. I decided that I would be
responsible for filling the form and then get him to sign it and that approach worked but
took a while. I needed lots of help from Livingston with the tariff numbers and it took lots of
back and forth to finally get things right.
Appendix 1 of this section includes the NAFTA Certificate of Origin that I used.
2.3.2.2

Swisstrax Certificate of Origin

As backup for the claim of origin made in the NAFTA form, I obtained a separate document
from Swisstrax. Appendix 2 contains a copy of this form.
2.3.2.3 Canada Customs Invoice
The Canada Customs Invoice declares the value of the goods imported into Canada and this
was the first “gotcha”. The Festival Board always assumed that the governing document
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would be the flooring rental agreement we had with Bob Huckeby which, at $0.50 sq ft for
the flooring and zero for the carts and take-up tools amounted to US $15,000.00. Canada
Customs was not interested in why we were importing the flooring or how long it was
staying in Canada. The Customs Invoice needed current market value figures for the
flooring, the storage carts and the 2 take-up tools and all import fee calculations were
based on this figure.
Appendix 3 contains a copy of the Canada Customs Invoice I used to get the flooring into
Canada.
Note that I never knew the details of the transportation - trucking companies etc. Livingston
filled in all those details for me since they arranged the transportation - that is why the
form I submitted looks empty in some places.
2.4

Customs Brokerage for Entry to the US
2.4.1

General Comments

Dealing with Livingston in the US was dealing with a completely different company. The business
forms they used were different. All the US Customs forms were different. The only things in
common were getting the permission of the supervisor to accept my business; doing business as a
private individual; filling out a credit card application; submitting a power of attorney form
authorizing Livingston to act on my behalf.
2.4.2

US Customs Forms

There were 2 forms needed to get the flooring back into the US, a Proforma Invoice and a
Manufacturer’s Affidavit.
2.4.2.1

Proforma Invoice

This form is the US equivalent of the Canada Customs Invoice. It declares the value of the
goods being imported into the US and provides tariff numbers for the goods.
Appendix 4 contains the Proforma Invoice I used to get the flooring back into the US. Again,
Livingston supplied the shipping details about which I knew nothing.
2.4.2.2

Manufacturer’s Affidavit

Tha Manufacturer’s Affidavit is the US equivalent of the Canadian NAFTA form. It declares
to US Customs that the goods being imported into the US were made in the US. Without
this form, full US duties and taxes would have been due on the return of the flooring to the
US.
Here was the only “nail-biting” story of this section of the report. I had been in voice
contact with Swisstrax early in the spring to request the form needed for entry into Canada
and they emailed it to me. When I learned from Livingston US that I needed a different
form to return the flooring to the US, I emailed Swisstrax. I received no reply and after a
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while I emailed again. It was not until after Festival, the day before the flooring was to cross
back into the US that I got the form from Swisstrax. My emails had gone into their spam
folder and been ignored. Only by calling again did I resolve the issue. Without that call
which, yes, I should have made earlier, Festival would have had another $5,000 plus charge.
Moral of the story - in today’s “connected” world, do not assume as I did that emails are
read - use the old fashioned telephone to chase people.
Appendix 5 contains the Manufacturer’s Affidavit that I received from Swisstrax and
submitted through Livinsgton.
2.5

Flooring Transportation

My first attempt at locating a shipping solution for the flooring was to ask Bob Huckeby, the flooring
owner. He found someone local to him who quoted a price of US $4,100 for the round trip. When I
finally connected with the same person, the price had changed to US $12,000.
Our second attempt was to try a contact provided by a Festival Board member and the quoted price was
also in the $12,000 range with question about whether the job could be handled.
Please note here that these 3 quoted prices were never absolute quotes - they all included the standard
shipping rider “plus fuel surcharge” which would add an unknown charge based on the price of diesel
fuel at the time of shipping.
Then I talked with Livingston International, our customs broker, and learned they could arrange shipping
for us and I opted for this solution and it saved me a lot of grief. This solution gave me one point of
contact for customs and shipping and they talked to each other so I did not need to - saving me time
especially with the filling of customs forms.
Our shipping costs came out as CAN $3,743.23 to ship the flooring to Ottawa and CAN $2,839.76 to
return the flooring to the US for a rough total of CAN $6,500 - significantly lower than the 2 $12,000
range quotes from elsewhere. And there were no fuel surcharges!
These charges included insurance for the flooring - I considered that an option I had to have.
The one downside was that I had to arrange the shipping personally and have it billed to my credit card.
2.6

The GST Issue

The flooring entered Canada duty free since it was from a NAFTA country and was manufactured in the
US. However, GST was assessed on the market value of the goods, again, not on the rental price. This
was the second “gotcha”.
The Festival Board assumed that we would get a GST rebate and end up paying GST only on the rental
price. However, there is no provision for getting a GST rebate. If you do a search on GST rebates, there
are a number of conditions under which one can be obtained and Festival did not qualify for any.
If Festival had been set up with a GST/HST number and had charged HST on registrations, there is a good
chance we then could have had a GST rebate. But at what cost? Because of the cost of renting the OCC
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facility in downtown Ottawa, our registration cost was already higher than many other squaredance
gatherings and we did hear complaints about the cost. Adding 13% to the registration cost would have
compounded the problem. Something to ponder and research for future conventions.
2.7

Flooring Installation

Our original idea was that we would use Festival volunteers to unload the trucks; to move the flooring
carts to the dance floors; to lay the flooring. We also discussed the possibility of using high school
students needing to make up their required volunteer hours. About 3 months before Festival, we
realized we would not have the volunteers in sufficient number to guarantee success. We were also very
concerned about liability - what happened if someone was hurt while moving flooring carts or laying
floor. We decided to contract out the truck unloading, flooring installation and truck loading. This left us
with responsibility only for finding volunteers for the flooring removal which was considered a much
safer task.
A company called Freeman is the exclusive source of material handling services to the OCC. Thus, to
unload the truck, move the flooring within the OCC, lay the flooring and then to move the flooring again
to the loading dock and load the truck, we had to contract with Freeman for these services. Our total of
charges from Freeman for all this work was about $4,500.
Bob Huckeby insisted that the trailer we send to his warehouse include etrack which is a metal rail
system lining the sides of transport trailers and providing multiple tie down spots to secure loads.
Before Festival, Bob Huckeby stated that he would send the flooring with 5 e-straps to secure the
flooring carts from rolling in the trailer. When the truck arrived at the OCC, the driver surprised me by
saying the e-straps were his so he kept them and I had none to use for the return trip after Festival
unless the return trip trucker also brought his own.
The truck arrived at the OCC at about 1000 on Festival Wednesday. Our plan was to lay about 14,000 sq
ft of flooring in the 3rd floor room that would be used for the Trail-In dance that evening, Plus level
dancing during Festival and the opening and closing ceremonies.
Freeman personnel unloaded the truck half by hand and used a forklift for the rest and moved the
flooring to the 3rd floor. It took a team of 8 men about 6 hours to lay the 14,000 sq ft of flooring. It went
down easily and quickly but 14,000 sq ft of flooring is a big floor.
Here is a good place to note that Bob Huckeby did send me a detailed description of the flooring which
included the following: how to load the flooring carts and secure them with the provided straps; how to
install the flooring; how to remove the flooring using the 2 take-up tools he provided. This information
allowed me, who had never seen the flooring before, to act confidently as the installation supervisor
and the removal supervisor.
Our rental contract with the OCC did not allow us access to the 2nd floor dance rooms until Festival
Thursday morning at 0700. Freeman personnel started work at 0630 and had the remaining flooring
(approx 13,000 sq ft) laid in multiple dance rooms by 0915.
If you have been reading closely and do the arithmetic here you will notice that we laid about 27,000 of
the 30,000 sq ft we rented. We had 5 full carts of flooring unused which could have saved us some
money. Flooring requirements estimates, as with everything else, is an inexact science.
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2.8

Flooring Removal

Removal of the flooring was my biggest worry since we had decided to do it ourselves and we had very
few volunteers signed up. We made appeals for help at the closing ceremonies and at the last sessions
on dancing in the various halls.
What more can I say? I was overwhelmed by the response from the dancers to help. Dancing in all halls,
other than the Plus hall where the closing ceremonies were held, ended between 6:00 and 9:00.
Volunteers showed up and moved between these rooms, took up the flooring, and filled carts. We had
around 40 volunteers in the Plus hall and it took 45 minutes to take up the 14,000 sq ft of flooring.
Then came the big oops. The truck arrived at the OCC about 10pm and the driver did not have any
etrack straps of his own. As I feared, these straps are usually the shipper’s responsibility. These straps
are readily available at Princess Auto and probably even Canadian Tire but not at 10:30 on a Saturday
night. I had 2 small straps purchased at a dollar store originally intended to replace broken straps on the
flooring carts and that was all I had, so we used them knowing they would probably not restrain the
rolling flooring carts and they did not.
We did the best we could to secure the load and did get the truck loaded and on its way before midnight
which had been our goal.
The carts did break loose; they did roll around in the back of the trailer on the way back to Illinois. When
the truck arrived at US Customs, it was pulled over for a manual search which delayed return to Bob
Huckeby by many hours. I suspect that the xray pic of the truck did not show a proper, secure load but,
by the time it arrived at the border, something jumbled and worthy of investigation. There were no
permanent damages and we did not have an insurance issue but I worried for 2 days about flooring carts
breaking out the walls of the transport trailer and being spread across a 4 lane highway, creating havoc.
2.9

Round Dance Flooring

All the above discussion describes rented flooring from the US that was used for square dancing. The
OCC owns about 5,500 sq ft of flooring and we used it all for round dancing. OCC laid the flooring. OCC
removed the flooring.
2.10

Flooring Recommendations

Seriously consider doing without rented flooring. It was the biggest expense other than the space rental
and it was the biggest headache. I am a relatively new dancer and I could have danced on carpet or barn
flooring or concrete or whatever and I would have been happy. Are there enough other dancers like me?
Plus, note that a highlight of Festival 2014 for our dancers was the chance to dance on Parliament Hill.
We did not have a single complaint that the grass there was not suitable for dancing. It all comes down
to choosing the right shoes for the dance location available.
If you insist on rented flooring then find Canadian flooring if you can. Importing, exporting and shipping
are major issues.
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And, then the obvious one to me: if you are going to use imported flooring, ensure you have a flooring
committee bigger than one person. It really was a lot of work.
Someone asked me at Festival if I would volunteer to help the next time it comes to Ottawa. I said that
there will be no next time. We were understaffed - not enough volunteers or committee members and
the trend seems to be downward. Please prove me wrong and run a convention with enough committee
members and enough volunteers!!!
3.

Hospitality Committee

3.1

Solos Dinner

The Solos Dinner proved to be a popular event. Some participants were unable to attend since they had
not planned to come for the Wednesday Trail-in Dance. However, the timing was good for people
wanting to meet potential partners for the evening’s dance and throughout the festival.
At the last minute, a decision was made to make small stickers available to solo dancers to attach to
their badges so they would be identifiable at events. People seemed to like this idea.
We would recommend:
1. Hold a meet and greet event for solo dancers prior to the first Festival event.
2. Ensure the venue is close to the Festival location and has handicapped access (wheelchair
dancers and persons who have difficulty navigating stairs).
3. Make sure there are gluten-free options on the menu and verify with attendees in advance if
there are any allergies.
4. Have attendees pay in advance and ensure that the venue can handle a 10% last-minute
increase in participants.
5. Have a means for solo dancers to be identified to others at events.
3.2

Leaders Lounge

The cost of providing refreshments for the leaders lounge was prohibitive at the venue (for example:
$3.50 for a 500ml bottle of water!). Tim Horton’s gift cards were provided ($25) to all leaders as an
alternative approach. They were appreciated and convenient, as there were two Tim Horton’s in the
Rideau Centre (shopping mall attached to the OCC) a very short walk from the Leaders’ Lounge. This
also resolved the issue of food being purchased but not consumed.
3.3

Society Luncheon

The Society Luncheon was held at the same restaurant as the Solos Dinner, a short 4-block walk from
the OCC.
We would recommend:
1. Make sure the venue is handicap accessible.
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3.4

Leaders Reception

About half of the leaders attended this event on the Saturday evening (plus partners). Some said they
did not know about it, although the invitation was included in every Leader’s registration kit. This event
was held on the second floor of the OCC. I suspect fewer people would have attended if it had been off
site. Those who attended appreciated the excellent quality of the food and the free drink coupon.
Due to the expense of this event, we had originally planned on offering the event to just the Leaders and
not their spouses. We were doing our best to keep costs down and were worried that if every Leader
brought a spouse, we would go way over budget. Fortunately, we changed our mind at the last minute,
and it did not pose a problem at all. Many leaders were in attendance on their own, and with the
number who did not attend the event, there was no issue with the amount of people in attendance.
We would recommend:
1. Survey leaders prior to the Festival to see who is interested in this and if there is a better time
than the Saturday night (e.g. Friday night).
2. Estimate attendance on the basis of 2/3 of actual Leaders registered.
3. Hold this event at the festival venue or VERY nearby.
4.

Security Committee

The Festival Board decided that security was required for 2 purposes. First, to provide access control ensuring that only people who displayed valid Festival registration could access the dance rooms.
Second, to secure the Vendors’ Village area when the area was not open for business and this included
overnight times.
One of the Festival Board members is a Commissionaire in his time away from square dancing. I decided
to make Commsionaires my first call and, because I was so impressed with the quality of the response,
they were my only call.
The Canadian Corps of Commissionaires (to use their full name) supplied us with Security Personnel to
staff 3 access control positions from 1000 - 2200 of each of the 3 Festival days. They also provided
personnel to split the overnight 1700 - 1000 shift on Festival Thursday night and Festival Friday night. In
the last 10 days before Festival started, I had the idea to ask them about break and meal coverage and
realized that I had not planned for that. Thus, we added another person for 6 hours per day to cover all
breaks and meals.
Without the extra Security Officer, we would have had to supply volunteers to staff the security
positions for breaks and meal times. We did not have those volunteers. We rented sound equipment
from our local dance leaders’ community. We could not leave the dance halls unattended and risk the
chance that some of that equipment would diappear.
The Commissionaires arrived neatly attired in their standard working uniform; they were polite and easy
to work with; they did turn people away when required; they did guide unregistered people to the
registration area. I was pleased with what I observed. We paid the Corps $20/hour for each Security
Officer hired.
Our plan was that access control Security Officers would have a walkie-talkie with which they could
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contact our Operation Centre. If there was a situation they could not handle, they were to call the Ops
Centre and one person from the Ops Centre would come to that position and have the power to resolve
the issue.
The Commissionaires administration asked to see the instructions we wanted to use for each Security
Officer in advance of Festival so I emailed the instructions to their office. I made the assumption that the
Commissionaire office would give these instructions to each of their people before they arrived for duty.
Not so. Each Security Officer arrived with no knowledge of what we expected of them.
I carried a memory stick with all my documents. Our Ops Centre had a laptop and a printer. I printed
copies for each Security Officer and went over our requirements with each one. Then, new faces
appeared on the weekend and I had to do it again.
Moral here is that you must assume that your hired security people will arrive knowing nothing of what
you want from them. You must also assume that the hired security people will change by day and maybe
even by shift within a day. Be prepared to talk to them and to instruct them on what you expect them to
do.
The instructions that we gave each Security Officer stated clearly that the number of people authorized
to give them instructions was very limited - Ops Centre personnel, Festival Board members, restricted to
Chair, Vice Chair, Program and Facilities. We did not want a situation where there were too many people
attempting to direct or influence the Security Officers and it seemed to work.
5.

Venue Committee

5.1

The Sales Description

The Festival Board signed the rental agreement for the Ottawa Convention Centre years in advance of
Festival 2014. Up to about 9 months out, our contacts with the OCC were with the sales department and
they were our source of information.
Some examples that proved incorrect:
2 years out our salesman told us that the OCC, as a brand new building, had more than adequate cooling
to handle any event. There was no problem in the very large Plus dance hall where the biggest crowd
was for the Trail In dance. The smaller dance halls had a very real problem. A room full of square
dancers generated lots of heat and the building’s cooling system could not keep up - some dance rooms
became noticeably warmer even when the thermostats were turned down. The only place where there
was no temperature issue was in the round dance rooms where dancing is less active.
Again, 2 years out our salesman told us that rooms were well soundproofed and we would not have
sound leakage. We did have complaints from one of the round dance rooms which was next to the Basic
hall about the leaking noise levels.
On the 3rd level, we rented the whole space but used only one of the partitioned rooms and that one
was the Plus hall. I was in the next door hall a few times keeping my stored flooring carts company and I
could have danced in there to the leaking noise from the Plus hall. There is no way we could have had
round dancing in that room as we originally planned. There is no way we could have co-existed beside
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that room if it was rented to someone else. The reality is that we did rent (and pay for) too much space.
The reality also is that a facility as modern as the OCC would not have allowed Festival 2014 to co-exist
beside other physically close users of the facility. A squaredance convention requires too much sound
amplification to allow shared use.
The salesman told us there would be no water issues, that OCC personnel would keep water stations
replenished. He forgot to tell us at that time that OCC would charge us $25 for every jug of replenished
water and there were many. We did run out - often. We did call OCC personnel to replenish water
because they were not checking often enough.
The salesman told us that the OCC was a union workplace but that it would not impact us. On move-in
day we were told that we could move tables and chairs “a short distance” and that major moves would
have to be done by OCC staff. Fortunately, nobody was looking when we made larger than “short
moves”. OCC water replenishment employees were also on set break and meal schedules so they were
not always available to monitor our water needs. Just beware that a union shop has the possibility of
interesting situations and that their priorities are not necessarily the same as yours.
The salesman told us that OCC would have a new policy about what could be hung on the walls any day.
That was 2 years out. There was no such policy and we later learned that almost nothing could be hung.
These were not meant to be complaints - just understand that there can be a difference between the
rosy picture you hear from a salesperson and the real way that a facility works.
5.2

The Event Coordinator Relationship

About 9 months out, the OCC appointed a n Event Coordinator (EC) to work with us, to answer our
questions, to help us plan. This was a positive experience.
The OCC insisted on minimizing the contact points between Festival and the OCC and wanted me alone
to speak for Festival. We tried but it was necessary to have some others talk to OCC about specific
matters.
Our EC wanted detailed floor plans and statements of our other needs at least 45 days out. We missed
this deadline badly but things were still done.
Our only friction was when we wanted a quote from OCC to provision our Leaders’ Lounge with tea,
coffee and nibblies and they came back with a price of over $8,000 including $3/bottle for room
temperature water, $2 for granola bars etc etc.
We failed at getting things ready in time for presentation to the OCC. I hope you do a better job in the
future of collecting all the info your host facility requires and presenting it on schedule - it will make
your relationship with the facility much easier.
5.3

The Festival Reality

We had a very smooth Festival experience with the OCC. We had minor problems - water, water, water,
missing chairs, locked doors that should have been able to be opened by us, doors open that were
supposed to be locked, etc. When we notified the OCC, things were handled.
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We did have sound leakage and rising dance hall temperatures but we survived them.
The feedback we heard was positive - a nice facility and wonderful to have everything in one building.
We previously heard feedback from dancers who disliked perimeter dance floor seating that was
attached - dancers always preferred individual seats. That was our intent with Festival 2014 but the OCC
told us that individual chairs are against the fire code so we did what we had to do and arranged rows of
attached chairs.
We would have done some things different if it wasn’t for the excessive prices OCC wanted to charge for
anything food based but we survived.
5.4

What We Missed
5.4.1 Security for Dancers
Festival 2014 provided security for dance leaders’ equipment and personal effects at our Ops
Centre. Regular dancers noted leaders checking items and some of them also checked items. We
accepted them but that was never the intent of our service. We should have provided and
advertised this service for regular dancers.
5.4.2 Lost and Found for Dancers
We provided a simple table in the registration area for lost and found. We should have had lost
and found located in a secured area so items of value could be stored there and available for
retrieval. And, we should have advertised this service.
5.4.3 The Registrant Experience
The Festival Board was structured as individuals responsible for different functional areas facilities, registration, program, finance etc. We missed out on one very important item - our
customer, the registrants.
I recommend that we should have done one of 2 things - either had a board member responsible
for the registrant experience or done an imaginary walkabout the Festival.
If we had a Registrant Board member, that member would have been responsible for the
registrant experience and would have thought out where signage should go, where a lost & found
would go, what exactly would go in the program about secure checking for registrants etc etc.
If we had the time , the existing Board could have done an imaginary walkabout. As examples 1) a
registrant approaches from the Rideau Centre - how does our registrant find registration or 2)
how does a registrant find the food court or 3) how does a registrant find the camping table.
We thought out some of the signs but forgot a bunch and added some later - for camping info; for
the specific dance halls etc.
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5.5

The Ops Centre

I want to be sure this is not missed elsewhere so here it is.
For at least a year, our talk around the Festival Board table on the subject of our Operations Centre
envisioned a functional area that was to be the centre of our operations. Yes, Ops Centre personnel
would safeguard dance leaders’ equipment and provide a daily place for them to check in. But it was
also to be the central point of contact between Festival and the OCC.
As examples. Room monitors would check water levels in the individual dance halls and notify the Ops
Centre if there was a need for a refill and the Ops Centre would contact the OCC. Identified needs for
new furniture would go through the Ops Centre. If there was a building security issue, the Ops Centre
would call the OCC.
In these cases, the individual Ops Centre personnel were not personally significant because we planned
to have multiple volunteers cycling through the Ops Centre function - we wanted our personnel to
contact the OCC and say “This is the Festival Ops Centre, we need ...” and have our wishes handled.
On Festival Monday we had our last group meeting with the OCC. I was supposed to attend this meeting
but at the last minute I was busy handling the non-appearance of the expected truck at Bob Huckeby’s
warehouse where it was supposed to pick up the flooring and I did not make the meeting. Our OCC
Event Coordinator described the OCC way of doing things - only 2 specific people were to be authorized
to talk to the OCC and request anything. I would have pushed back against this idea because it was not
what we planned or wanted. In my absence, there was no pushback and we subsequently had internal
problems because of it. This effectively killed our idea of a central Ops Centre.
My point here is that you, future convention planner, must decide how you want YOUR convention to
run; who is to have the authority to speak for you to your host facility; and what exactly your Ops Centre
will do for you. And then make sure that is the way things happen.
6.

Closing Comments

I had the advantage of reading a draft version of this entire report and I noted that some of my fellow
Festival Board members also pointed out the lack of committee members and general lack of volunteers
to help with Festival 2014. I joined the Festival 2014 Board soon after my Basic Level graduation
ceremony. I had significant responsibilities and I did ok. I hope that you future convention planners and
organizers consider new dancers to help with your convention. You are likely to find that energy and
enthusiasm come with new dancers. Good luck!
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